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INTRODUCTION

It has been projected that the auriferous structural 

feature known as the Owl Creek Break enters Jessop Township in its 

southeast quarter roughly on an E-W orientation. The claims of 

David Meunier bracket the most probable route west to the airport 

road. There is no outcrop in this whole section.

In a selective first instalment of exploration therein, 

a primary geophysical surveying was considered essential. This 

involved magnetic and VLF traversing on N-S lines 100 m apart 

providing a rectangular coverage l km wide along 2.5 kms of strike. 

Obtained results are presented and discussed herein.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

The property falls entirely within Jessop Township, there 

occupying its southeast corner. It is internally composed of 21 

claims embracing 56 units, all claims contiguous (Dwg. No. G-3984). 

The area so emcompassed amounts to 880 hectares approximately.

Details of the claim units are listed as follows:

Claim No. No. of Units
P 878713 l
P 878715 l
P 878716 l
P 878717 l
P 878718 l
P 878719 l
P 878720 l
P 878721 l
P 878722 l
P 878726 l
P 1217436 4
P 1220245 2
P 1220247 2
P 1222004 8
P 1222005 8
P 1222020 6
P 1222021 6
P 1222022 2
P 1222023 l
P 1225125 l
P 1225135 6

21 56

As constituted, the property centres on low lying ground
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neighbouring Murphy Creek which angles across the area from the 

north-northeast and flows south to the Mattagami River. A number 

of tributaries with beaver dams and ponds finger through this 

domain making for widespread wetlands with extensive, often thick 

tag alder growth. Open swamp grass and cattail vegetation exist in 

places. Gentle elevations of better drained ground treed with 

poplar occur in the west, west centre and on a ridge to the east 

side of the property.

Access is had to the western parts of the property from 

the (Porcupine) airport road which borders the grid there. The 

eastern quarter can be approached from the south, proceeding north 

along McClean St. and the township line. All travel within the 

claims is by foot or ATV, or by skidoo in winter.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

There is no outcrop within the property area. The 

nearest exposures lie at the airport west of the runways less than 

l km from the property west boundary. They comprise pillowed lavas 

steeply dipping north. An easterly bearing anticlinal fold 

structure has been determined from the disposition of their flow 

tops locally.

Elsewhere, knowledge of bedrock geology has to rely on 

drill hole information and from projections based on regional 

considerations, including airborne geophysics. What past work has 

actually established within the property area thus becomes of vital 

importance here.

What is broadly known to this date is that the property 

is underlain by a mix of infolded Upper Deloro felsics, Lower 

Tisdale mafic to ultramafic lavas and Porcupine Group sediments. 

The boundary between the Deloro and Tisdale Groups is of particular 

interest from the mineral point of view, especially where it occurs 

adjacent to a major throughgoing structural break. Such a 

deformation zone is embodied by the Owl Creek Break.
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The Owl Creek Break itself is defined by the Hoyle Pond 

1060 gold zone, by the Owl Creek and Vogel deposits, and by the 

Bell Creek mine, all in Hoyle Township 10 kms to the east. The 

system has been traced west to some fair extent and confidence 

across neighbouring Murphy Twp. into Jessop. Here it disappears 

under a heavy cover, and requires there both further detection and 

description.
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PAST WORK

Jessop Township is too close to established mines in the 

region -- the gold producers of the Porcupine camp to the south and 

east and the huge Kidd Creek base metals deposit 16 kms to the 

north -- not to have received attention in the past. However it 

has not been very exhaustive on the evidence, especially with 

respect to gold.

The earliest record of drilling within the grid area and 

its immediate environs is of a four-hole testing by Guardian 

Exploration Ltd. in 1961 close to Murphy Creek. These holes lie 

some 50-500 m south of the present grid. They were targeted upon 

faint em indications obtained in ground survey (vertical loop 

parallel line); without exception, these holes passed through black 

slaty sediments from which only trace gold was returned in assay.

In 1965 (and post-Kidd Creek discovery), Patricia Silver 

Mines undertook drilling in the property far west testing em 

anomalies recorded in (private) air survey. A considerable amount 

of graphite in sediments was found as a result. Importantly, some 

mafic volcanics were intersected as well. No mineralization of 

account was noted however.
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Also in 1965, North Crescent Explorations Ltd. carried 

out drilling in another four-hole programme near the property 

centre. This was apparently based on independent ground data 

including vertial loop em. Much shearing, and notably, 

serpentinization were logged in a mix of sediments and mafic 

volcanics. According to the file copies, no samples were cut for 

assay. A 6 cm "chunk" of chalcopyrite with associated pyrrhotite 

however was logged in sediments in one hole (#1, the most 

southeasterly).

The Ontario Geological Survey (OGS) in 1988 had a large 

tract of the region   64 townships in all in an 8 township by 8 

township block   overflown in survey by high sensitivity magnetics 

and INPUT-style time domain em (Geoterrex's 12-channel GEOTEM 

system). Jessop township was included in this coverage. Released 

data were published in a set of 1:20,000 maps township-sized. A 

number of strong conductor anomalies were registered within the 

Jessop map sheet (#81070).

Granges undertook a ground follow-up of many of those AEM 

events that fell within the subject property area. This was 

carried out from one large grid in 1988, lines N-S, 100 m apart, 

and resulted in 3 DDKs being put down in test. The most
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significant of these with respect to the present search area is the 

hole A-l near the northern limits of the current grid. It 

encountered graphitic mudstones over its full core length (25.9 m); 

at this location 67 m of overburden was shown to exist.

Subsequently (1989), Glen Auden effected a rather similar 

programme in horizontal loop em (MaxMin II) and magnetics, but with 

the exploration emphasis more on gold than base metals. Within the 

confines of the current grid, no drill hole testing was mounted 

however, although a couple of holes were proposed along the 

northern edge.
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DETAILS OF SURVEY

On a grid of lines prepared for the purpose, magnetic and 

VLF traversing was undertaken to its practical limits.

Summer-cut, these lines were extended true North and 

South 500 m to each side from the RI/RII range line which became in 

effect the base line for the survey and a main access trail. The 

cross-lines were spaced 100 m apart along it, and were tied into 

steel survey pegs at each end denoting, in the easternmost case the 

first lot line (and coincidentally the Jessop/Murphy Township 

boundary), and in the westernmost case, the lot 6/7 line. Stations 

along traverses, likewise along the BL itself, were chained and 

picketed every 25 m.

While soundly placed thus, this grid has perforce been 

curtailed in places by stretches of open water. The fraction 

involved is small, but there are gaps in the coverage as a result.

The magnetic survey was primarily completed with a 

Geometrics model GM-816 proton precession magnetometer with a 

reading sensitivitiy of l nT and an accurracy of 2nT. Its data 

were monitored by an automatically recording GEM Systems GSM-19
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base station magnetometer providing measures of the terrestrial 

field to a 0.01 nT sensitivity at l minute intervals. The base 

stations utilized in the field programme were set at 1565W on the 

BL and at 500S on line 800E.

The VLF survey was accomplished with a Geonics model Em- 

16 receiver tuned to the broadcast field of NAA (24.0 kHz) 

transmitting from Cutler, Maine. Readings at a li accuracy of the 

in-phase and quadrature components of the vertical resultant field 

were obtained at each observation point. The operator faced north 

throughout the survey operation.

Data handling and processing were undertaken in a 

standard fashion. The magnetics were corrected for diurnal change 

according to base station read-outs. Looping back to selected 

bases in the field provided a back-up check of drifts and measuring 

procedures. All final corrected values were plotted in profile, 

posted in plan, and contoured (at 20nT intervals). The VLF field 

results were plotted directly into stacked profiles (at a scale of 

l cm = 10 units). Subsequently the in-phase values were (Fraser) 

filtered, posted and contoured in plan (at 10 unit intervals 

primarily). Plan presentations for all data sets were fixed at 

1:2500.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Magnetics

Excepting sections in the west and to some minor extent 

in the far east, the environmental rocks of the surveyed area 

provide little change magnetically, and as the companion VLF survey 

demonstrates, a widespread, and at times thick cover tends to 

repress such change as does exist. Still, a certain amount of 

bedrock information has been gleaned and this is described in 

greater detail as follows.

The notable relief in the west building to a 300 nT 

peaking on line 16W, the westernmost line, is regarded due to a 

mafic intrusion or flow. Regional probabilities and aspects of 

local behaviour favour the latter but the case is not conclusive. 

The drill holes of Patricia Silver in this vicinity surely indicate 

the presence of mafic volcanics in the setting, but according to 

best-guess positioning do not undercut the anomaly peaking proper. 

It seems possible therefore that there are two sources present, one 

mafic volcanics, the other a mafic or ultramafic intrusion. Both 

types of occurrence could reflect bedding, the latter as a sill. 

Magnetic anomaly in fact persists eastwards to

EXGALIBUR 
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line 7W where it appears abruptly terminated. A N-S cross-fault 

is postulated there as a result, and it finds support in local 

topography. This anomaly system as it crosses the grid is plainly 

arched, swinging from a SW strike to one bearing nearly E-W. At 

the apex of this swing, where crackling may have occurred and a 

relative dilation wrought, perturbations in the magnetics suggest 

again that local intrusion, or intrusions, have coincidentally 

taken place. This notion is fortified by the evidently 

transgressive strike displayed by the largest of these 

irregularities, viz. NW-SE (Dwg. No. EIC-2657).

If intrusion does indeed occur here, part of it at least 

must be mafic in character. A gabbro is a good possibility, since 

typically they populate the region as incidental, comparatively 

small bodies. This is not true of the later diabases however which 

characteristically form up into large dyke swarms. There is no 

strong evidence of any such system in the grid area, and the OGS 

aeromagnetic data which would normally give hint of any major 

dyking extant has not either. This is not to say there are no 

dykes -- indeed one is glimpsed to the grid east side, as is noted 

later -- but should they be generally present they are either very 

thin or non-magnetic .

The interesting aspect of this intruded locale as

EXGALIBUR 
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recognized i s that there may in fact be other intrusives in the 

vicinity, such as a quartz porphyry, which would not be seen in 

these data. Those are the reigning odds. While some attempt can 

be made to speculate on the relative magnetic lows in this 

immediate setting, only drilling will supply a satisfactory answer. 

The lows are not deep enough nor distinctive enough to justify 

identifying them geologically, let alone calling them intrusive.

One of the problems is that sediments are projected to 

underlie all the southern quarters of the grid area, and they are 

completely without magnetic expression. Thus the quiet domain 

which flanks the magnetic relief of the intrusive locale is taken 

to be sediments, and while they are regarded with quite some favour 

from the exploration point of view, they make the possibility of 

discerning felsic intrusion within them highly uncertain locally.

These same sediments can be held to swing northwards in 

accompaniment with the trend of the main magnetic anomaly. However 

this could be presuming too much. There may well be tholeiitic 

volcanics in the sub-region and these are not known to be 

distinguishable magnetically from sediments generally speaking.

In terms of structure, the magnetics do offer some scope

EXGAblBUR 
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for projection especially fault axes, but these are more 

specifically addressed in conjunction with the VLF results 

following.

B. VLF

The results of the VLF survey are diverse, and as is 

commonly the case, not all were predictable.

In the first instance, it soon became clear that some 

environmental circumstance was inhibiting response: too many lines 

returned little or no departure from what in effect for them was 

zero. This is atypical for the method. Thus it was quickly 

concluded that a conducting layer, or layers, comprised part of the 

overburden which obviously prevailed over the grid area. In 

places, this clay was apparently thick enough or conducting enough 

to prevent VLF penetration to bedrock; in other places, it proved 

thin enough or so absent that subdued or totally unadulterated 

bedrock expressions could be obtained.

The contrast between response domains is sufficiently 

great to permit the projection of a so-called thick clay boundary. 

Within its envelope, penetration to bedrock has not been achieved.

EXGAblBUR 
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This is important. The area so outlined must therefore be treated 

with caution by such ensuing investigations as IP/resistivity and 

geochemistry.

Outside the envelope, some good anomaly has in fact been 

obtained. Across lines 7W-11W inclusive south of the BL, two 

substantial systems of VLF response have been picked up. One of 

them, the more northerly of the two, is consistently broad (about 

50 m wide) and in strength, and here closely flanks the main 

magnetic contact of the area. It is regarded to be the western 

extension of the Owl Creek deformation zone as sought, and it 

appears in just the right place. Significantly the zone is 

terminated at its western end by what appears a cross-fault bearing 

NE. Both the VLF and the magnetics are empathetic to such a 

possibility. But most telling is the similar termination here of 

an auxiliary VLF axis conforming to the Owl Creek anomaly but 

appearing only in the profiles -- it patently possesses a high 

spatial frequency which has been rejected by the filter. It in 

fact parallels the larger system which sits 75 m to the north of it 

(Dwg. No. EIC-2656).

The second system near the grid south boundary is more 

conventional in its sharply peaked singularity, except towards its 

eastern and western ends where it seemingly bifurcates. This

EXGAblBUR 
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system Lies entirely within the sediments by all accounts. Local 

faulting and shearing are regarded likely causes although a bedded 

graphitic horizon can not be ruled out, at least in part.

Both systems are truncated beyond line 700W going east 

(Dwg. No. EIC-2657). This is caused by the N-S cross-fault already 

projected from the magnetics here. Interestingly, all these strong 

VLF events occur in a stand of poplars occupying a rounded 

topographic hill gently rising out of the neighbouring flat lands, 

-- with the notable exception of the isolated anomaly recorded at 

112N on line 700W. This particular event resides in the cattails 

fringing a drainage. In the VLF method, no anomaly of this stature 

should occur by itself; thus the needed strike extension is 

projected to be to the SE following said drainage. The cross-fault 

itself may be contributing to the 112N/700W response, but this 

structure is seen to strike virtually N-S along the eastern base of 

the hill, and so oriented it would be ill-favoured by the NAA 

field.

In the east, another topographic rise treed with poplars 

yields guite fair VLF anomaly, albeit in this instance not in the 

strength as recorded in the west. It can be deduced therefrom that 

the Owl Creek Break does not transect this particular land form.

BXGAblBUR 
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Indeed the VLF evidence suggests otherwise: that it passes by to 

the north of it heading due E-W, more or less following the main 

Murphy Creek drainage there. The anomalies that have been obtained 

on the higher ground display divergent, non E-W strikes, and imply 

intersecting fault axes more than anything else. Bedded graphite 

as cause is not deemed a probability. What could co-exist here 

however is current channelling along a diabase dyke trending 

roughly N-S. This last is seen to angle across the 500E line 

between 200S-350S where a broad 30 nT elevation accommodates it; 

moreover immediately to the north on that line is a set of closely 

spaced VLF anomaly peaks unique to the grid that is evocative of a 

source running near-parallel to the line itself. If correct, this 

constitutes the first definite indication of a Matachewan dyke 

anywhere within the grid.

Beyond the fair strong VLF responses recorded across the 

grid, there is a set of weaker ones, especially in the far west 

where ground rises again in the north and south sections. They are 

helpful in perceiving where buried fault axes may extend. But what 

is most interesting is the fact that some of these structures 

should be seen at all, particularly beyond 700W going east where 

clay in overburden dominates. The describing anomalies are 

exceedingly weak, tenuous even, but the way they repeat from line

BXGAblBUR 
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to line .in places is quite credible. Such responses need not be 

arising directly from the fault plane itself but from some sharp 

irregularity in the overburden column created by it.

EXGAblBUR 
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MINERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The primary object of search is gold. Typically, it 

would occur here on the property in deformation zones in sectors 

favoured by lithology and by other structural interaction, e.g. 

folding, cross-faulting and decompression; it would also be 

associated with pyrite and quartz and companion evidence of 

hydrothermal alteration, such as carbonatization, hematization, 

chloritization. Other factors which are regarded as positive 

locally are a sediment-volcanic contact and a high iron context.

As it so happens, many of these attributes appear to come 

together more or less in the 700W/100S vicinity of the present 

grid. In this locality, there is obvious magnetic irregularity at 

the bedrock apex of an arch caused either by folding or faulting, 

or by both. In any of which case, rocks have been warped and 

potentially cracked open in dilation. Local intrusion has 

evidently taken advantage of this fissuring and so disturbed the 

setting further. There is indication also of accompanying magnetic 

depletion (hematization), and in the sudden intensification of the 

VLF response in the locale, of an increasing alteration including 

sulphidization. All this bodes well for gold introduction and 

emplacement locally.
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This sector clearly warrants drilling. There is none 

other like it in the rest of the survey area. Besides, it offers 

a marvellous test point for the Owl Creek Break which passes across 

the 700W section either in this very locality or somewhere close to 

it, perhaps for example at 125N.

The target sector as it is currently defined is 

intrinsically compound, and quite a bit of drilling could be needed 

to have all questions and possibilities about it resolved. Thus 

some extra elaboration is seen as vital if first drilling is to 

provide meaning and encounter mineralization. To this end, some 

IP/resisitivity cross-sectional traversing commends itself as being 

most worthwhile. Any chargeability anomaly obtained within the 

favoured sector immediately improves the odds and grants a highly 

desirable focus, or foci, to which drilling can be directed. If 

gold is to be found here, it will almost certainly be attended upon 

by sulphides.

If IP is one guide to where gold may occur, basal till 

sampling could be another. Therefore it is extremely encouraging 

that an area in which Pamour Gold Mines found anomalous gold in 

basal till lies 1500 m to the south in the northern reaches of 

neighbouring Mountjoy Twp. So located, it is positioned rather

BXGALIBUR 
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accurately down-ice from the line 700W target situation. By the 

same token however, the area of anomalous till values stretches 1.2 

kms to the east; this means that on the present grid, the Owl Creek 

Break locus is prospective all the way to line 100E. While this 

enlarges the scope for gold incidence, exploring for it will not be 

easy, for over this strike distance a VLF-inhibiting clay cover is 

dominant and the magnetics are muted for lack of contrast. IP 

might be experimented with here to see what it can do; after all 

there are chances in places that overburden is not as consistently 

thick as presently presumed, and a polarization screening of 

bedrock would prove productive.
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CONCUSIQNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The two geophysical methods applied to date have their 

difficulties in this environment, the magnetics through the lack of 

contrast within the bedded rock suite, the VLF by reason of a 

widespread masking clay in the overburden. Nevertheless, some 

useful data have been collected by both methods, and the glimpses 

so provided of bedrock behaviour and constitution have allowed 

several reasonable projections of lithology and structure for the 

area as a whole (Dwg. No. EIC-2660).

While the results overall are deemed highly encouraging 

from the exploration perspective, there is still a need to bring an 

extra focus onto the mineral possibilities. Thus, it is here 

recommended that a short programme of IP/resistivity surveying be 

undertaken in selected sectors before drilling. This work would 

seek to sense sulphides in structurally disturbed settings, and to 

provide thereby relatively precise targets for drill testing. 

Also, it is to be hoped that the more important controls to 

mineralization, and particularly to gold occurrence, will emerge 

more clearly from this additional surveying.

Specifically the sections to be run with IP are:

BXGAblBUR 
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Section

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

9W

8W

7W

4E

5E

6E

500S

500S

500S

500S

500S

500S

- 100N

- 300N

- 300N

- 500N

- SOON

- SOON

Distance (m)

600

800

800

1000

1000

800

5000 m

This traversing should be carried out with a dipole-dipole 

electrode array with an 'a' spacing of 25 m, ' na' being varied 

through the equivalents of n - l to 4 for the main investigative 

thrust. As the deeper overburden is encountered going east, 

allowance might need to be made fp^ appropriate revisions and 

widenings, e.g. a - 5 0 m or more 'i\\/spacings.

JBB:sb

November 17, 1997

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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ADDENDUM

IP/Resistivity Survey Results

Six selected line sections have been traversed with IP 

deploying a three electrode pole-dipole array with a dipole 'a' 

spacing of 25 m, the 'na' distance to the on-line current pole 

being varied successively through the equivalent of n^ to 4. 

Three of the lines are grouped in the west of the grid, three to 

the east.

a) West Grouping

Results herefrom are disappointing. There is very little 

chargeability response amid every indication that conductive clay 

in the near-surface is bleeding away current to the detriment of 

effective penetration to bedrock and the further sensing therefrom 

of any weak secondary signals that may have been engendered by the 

primary (voltage) application.

The best and most credible IP response occurs at the 

south end of line 7W. However even here, it is not regarded ae 

truly anomalous but mostly an elevated background, at best a
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threshold,event. But because of a local resistivity high and an 

attendant VLF indication of faulting it makes for a worthy test 

point in this sub-region where not too much is known. A suitable 

drill hole has been laid out to this purpose as follows:

Collar at: 365S/700W

to be drilled due S at -500 for 100 m

l

In the face of the failed IP penetration where it is 

needed, another hole is here proposed on the same section to 

augment crucial geologic knowledge. This has been sited to test 

the most promising VLF and magnetic indications on the section, at 

the same time as tieing in with North Crescent drilling just to the 

south of them. This hole is laid out as follows:

Collar at: 35S/700W

to be drilled due S at -500 for 150 m

l.3^

W-
-JL

J
l

i

In addition, it is here deemed advisable to probe the 

main intrusive/sedimentary contact somewhere in this local 

environment. The hole selected to do so is as follows:

Collar at: 100S/800W

to be drilled due S at -500 for 200 m

EXGAblBUR 
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b ) East Grouping

A similar broad outcome has been obtained on the th)?ee 

eastern lines. Nevertheless there is hint the conducting clay ;is 

not quite as pervasive in the south; to the north, it is as every 

bit as bad as it is in the west.

However what the resistivities largely suggest in thj,s 

quarter is a very uniform bedrock, and sediments are presumed. The 

exception is line 5E. Prom 50S onwards to the south thereon, 

resistivities are generally higher and show more variance, and 

chargeabilities become elevated to threshold anomaly values. While 

much of this change can be ascribed to the N-S diabase dylse 

projected to occur here, there is enough mineral possibility to 

warrant a drill testing. An appropriate hole would be:

Collar at: 265S/500E

to be drilled due S at -SO0 for 120 m.

JBB:sb

January 30, 1998

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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t. Recorded holders) (Attach a list if necessary)

l. Type of work performed: Check K) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

^^Geotechnical: prospecting,surveys, n 
-' assays and work under section 18 (regs) "

Physical: drilling stripping, 
trenching and associated assays D Rehabilitation

U- UF "

1. p

SaaVwatf 1-?!  ' 17 "' w ?1 4 To "^ 35F1' i M1? / 

Performed I'P ^w 1 Mfc**'* | r**"' o.y | Month | YaL *

Global Positioning System Data (if available) Tovmahip/Araa ^.^ .

MorO-PtanNumbar

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of ^ - j ^ 
Work Claimed ^ cXy. Dt^Pl

NTS Reference

Mining Division ^yryiAu *oo.

Resident Geologist ^^ (J , 
District / 1 ' yn^tyusf^Q

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)

Name
v nwi fcj i 13 p A i tltusf T,*/ " ** LfKuvf LT6

Telephone Number

Address 

l n

Fax Number

LI G
Telephone Number

Fax Number 
\-~7o5- 36o- -7*733

Name Telephone Number

Address Fax Number

L
4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent
L-^I ^^v^j.lj^ ^/f rfiiiAvi itrg______, do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(PrirOtanw)
this Dedaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 

completion anoyto the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

[R^6ordedJ

FEB 6 19*^

PORCUP!Nr '.1!i" -DIVISION

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
OFFICF



land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the coiu.juous link must accompany h,.

tom. : ,,. -, * r -\ '

l, . do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous daims or for application to the daim 

where the work was done.
       "BSS^

i of Recorded l Writing Date

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits daimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check (*0 in the boxes below to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

Qlxl. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 

D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or 

D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all daims listed in this declaration; or 

O 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp

0241(01*7)

l

POP"

ĴH , ; '^VISION^

i

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario MMttryof
Northern Development
end Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

'ereonal Information eotected on this form Is obtained under the authority rf subsection 6(1) of the Assessment W(rt Relation ̂ .Unta
\tA, this Information Is a public record. This Information wfN be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this

:oHection should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder. Ministry of Northern Development and Mtaet. 3rd Fkjar. 93aHam*ey UKe Roil Sudbury. Ontario. P3E

Work Type
Units of work

Depending on the type of work, list the number of 
hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilometres of 
grid line, number of sample*, etc.

Cost Per Unit 
of work

Total Cost

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

l H ft.
Food and Lodging Costs

Total Value of Assessment Work

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 100"!*) of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.

2. If work is Tiled after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 500Xo of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 = Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 

request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 

Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

i.Tj—--veiuynyf "JT fl/lguA/t/fr . do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably

(please print full name)
be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying

Declaration of Work form as l am authorized to make this certification.
(recofded holder, agent, or (tale company position with signing authority)

0212 (03*7)



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

June 12, 1998 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

DAVID MEUNIER P3E 6B5
P.O. BOX 1624
403 DOME STREET Telephone: (888)415-9846
SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ontario Fax: (705) 670-5881
PON-1HO

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: S ubmission Number: 2 .18135

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9860.00086 Approval After Notice

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
jeromel2@epo.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12418 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .18135 

Date Correspondence Sent: June 12, 1998 AssessonLucille Jerome

First Claim 
Number
1222020

Township(s) l Area(s)
JESSOP

Status
Approval After Notice

Approval Date

June 11, 1998

Transaction 
Number
W9860.00086

Section:
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF 
14 Geophysical IP

The revisions outlined in the Notice dated May 05,1998, have been corrected. Accordingly, assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
original Declaration of Assessment Work Form for this submission.

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
South Porcupine, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
DAVID MEUNIER
SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 12418
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JESSOP PROJECT 
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EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTANTS LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

PREP. BY: J.B.Boniwell
DRAWN BY: RT. M.
DATE: November 1997 
SCALE l : 2500

DWG. No. E.I.C.- 2656
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DAVID J. MEUMER

JESSOP PROJECT 
Jessop Township, Ontario

Magnetometer Survey 
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EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL

CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

PREP. BY: J.B.Bomwell
DRAWN BY: R.T. M.
DATE: November 1997 
SCALE: 1 : 2500

DWG. No. E.I.C.- 2657
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JESSOP PROJECT 
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VLF EM Survey
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EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL 
CONSULTANTS LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

PREP. BY: j.B.Boniwelt
DRAWN BY: R.T. M.
DATE: November 1997 
SCALE: 1 - 2500

DWG. No. E.I.C.- 2658
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VLF EM Survey
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EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL 

i CONSULTANTS LIMITED
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TORONTO, ONTARIO

PREP. BY: J. B. Bon i well
DRAWN BY: R.T.M.
DATE: November 1997 
SCALE: l : 2500

DWG. No. E.I.C.- 2658
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4755 4255 3755 ( 3SpS | 32SS . 30pS 22SJ 175S i 1 5PS 25,8 ______ 0(1 ______ 25N , 5(|N , 7EJN

M9 C HO.
M9 CHO. 

NT!

45DJ——,——425J—————4QpS , 3758 , 35pS 3258 , 3Qp5 , 2755 , 25p8 , 225S , 20pS , 1755 , 15p8 125S IQpS , 75S .Of.———^^25N , SqN______75N______IQpM

RESISTIVITY
1D-0 208-0 240.0 337.0 276.J1. 312-0 217-0 202.0 .^162.0 141.0 139.0 152.0 ^120.0 112-0 100.0 100.0

400.0 384.0 472-0 438-0 487.0 385-0 353.0 3

638.0 844-0 532-0 645-0 4

Nil 303.0 257.0 162.0

N"2 357-0 \ 216-0 237-0

N:3 249-0 276-Ov

NU 291. tf 467.0 f 687.0 729.0 /^ 915-0 \850.0 715-0 575-0 554.0 555.0 sTB~IO~

RESISTIVITY 
Nil

Nt2 

N:3

slT"\ 404.0 375-0 322^0^" 325~.000 * -sMl .0 301.0 279.0 250.0 236.0 223.0 233.0^""" 188.0 NU

LINE : 900 W

INDUCED POLflRIZRTION 
SURVEY

POLE-DIPOLE flRRflY

r

N — li 2 * 3i 4i *** 
"tt- SPHCINB r 25.0 METRES

RECEIVER: SCINTREX l PR-12 TIME DOMAIN 
RX-TX TIMING: 2 ..e ON 2 i.e OFF 
TRANSMITTER: SCINTftEX TSO-3 3KVA 
SLICE TIMING: 310-405 *t 
PLOTTED WINDOW: SLICE *0

DRVE MEUNIER
JESSOP PROPERTY 

JESSOP TOWNSHIP, ONTflR
DRTE t JflN/98 REF : 026

SCflLE ^ l : 1250
GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING a SURVEYS INC.

4758 , 45pS , 425S 3755 , 35pS , 325S , 3QpS 25pS 20pS 1758 15pS , 1255 , IQpS , 75,8 75M 125N 17pN , 20pl

M9 C HO.

.2 .2 •6 .9 .8 .6 .7 .9 .7 .8
N'l 3.6 4-4 2-4. 1-3 1.1 .8 -9 1.3 1.2 1-2 1-1 1.1 1-1 .6 .4 -3

l' 6 l' 9 1-1 l' 7 l' 5 1-3 l"* 1-3 1-1 .6 .5 .4 .1 .2 .5 .7 -6 .9 .8 1-0 .9 .9 I l0 . 8 . 6

l ' 6 l' 5 l' 8 l' 8 l' 6 l' 4 1-5 1-2 -7 .5 .5 .4 -2 .4 .6 .9 -8 .8 1.0 1.1 .9 .3 l .Q .7 .5

MZ 

N:3

2.6 ^-2-0-—— 1-9 

.3 1.3

Nt4 -.2 1.6

M9 CHO. 
Nil

Ni2 

Ni3

1.6 il-9 1.3 1.8 1-5 1-3 .9 .3 .1 1-0 .7 1.2 .3 1.0 .9 1.0 .7 1.1 1.2 .4 .9 Ni4

475S t 45pS , 4258 | 40p8 , 375S 325S ————— 30pS ————— 275S ————— 25pS ————— 225S ————— 20DS ————— 17J5S ISPS ^ 125S 1008 75S 50,8 258 Of* 75N , 125N 15pN , 175N 20pN

RESISTIVITY
135.0 115.0 115.0 112.0 109.0 101.0 ^ 83.0 72-0 71.0 68.0

00

148.0 ^126-06.0. .339.0 ^257.0 195-0 200.0 223.0 ^^ 301-0 407-0 313.0 405.0 367.0 288Nil 333-0

.0 667.0 417.0 31E•O 358.0 410.0 418.0 364-0

696.0 568.0 V 459.0305-0 363-0 451.0 / 660.0

O 951.0 950.0 769.0 \ 728.0 565.0 615.0 O 1 74.0 Ni4
417.0 l 661.0 78

RESISTIVITY 
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•H . a
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RECEIVER: SCINTREX l PR-12 TINE DOMAIN 
RX-TX TIMING: 2 **e ON 2 xc OFF
TRAHSMITTER; SCINTREX TSO-3 3KVA 
SLICE TIMING: 310-405 at 
PLOTTED WINDOW: SLICE *9

DflVE MEUNIER
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DflTE s JflN/98 KEF i 026

SCRLE - l : 1250
GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING S SURVEYS INC,

475S , 45pS , 4255 , 40p8 , 375S 32S& 275S , 25pS , 2255 , 20pS , 1755 , 15pS , 1258 , IQpS , 758 , 5()S , 25S 75N 15pN

M9 CHG.
M9 CHG.

45pS , 4255 , 40pS , 3755 , 35pS , 32pS , 30p5 2SpS ( 225S , 20pS , 1755 , 15pS , 1255 , IQpS , 758 , 5qS , 256 5(|N , 75N

RESISTIVITY
165.0 154.0 148.0 143.0 ^204.0 v 153.0, 123-0325.0 435-0 421.0 346.0 . 214.0 O 123.243.0 268.0^_ 311.0 351.0 346-0 307.0 gsft.nNil 151.0 185.

O 299^0 211. 
*j 228.0 \ 1400.0 671

263.0 243.0 ^-^388.0 29^0 18*O l 571.0 y 348.0 l 244.036.0 663.0

.0 /405. 439.0 343.0 \298. 462.0 346 O 255.0 245.0 210.0 NU

RESISTIVITY 
Nil

Ni2 231.0 291-pX^ 404.0 467.0 457.0 399.0 393.0 437.0,

Ni3 304-'0 402.0 /553.0 550.0 } 427.0 411.0

NU 394.0 537/0 596.0 466-0 423-0 51V.O

LINE : 700 W

INDUCED POLRRIZflTION 
SURVEY

POLE-DIPOLE flRRRY

\ 7

N = l, 2. 3. 4, ...
•fl" SPRCINO s 25.0 METRE8

RECEIVER: SCINTREX l PR-12 TIME DOMAIN 
RX-TX TIMING: 2 i*c ON 2 i.e OFF 
TRANSMITTER: SCINTREX TSO-3 3KVA 
SLICE TIMING: 310-405 m t 
PLOTTED WINDOW: SLICE *0

DRVE MEUNIER
JESSOP PROPERTY 

JESSOP TOWNSHIP, ONTRRIO
DRTE t JflN/98 REF t 026

SCflLE - l : 1250
GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING S SURVEYS INC,

4758 4SpS 4255 40pS 375S 0,3 N 25,N 51)N , 75N 225N

.5 .3
M9 CHG. 

Nil

25,8 ON 2 5|N 5()N 75|H 175N

117.0 111.0 107.0 105-0 123.0 123.0 127.0 116.0 108.0 103.0 99.0 101.0 101.0
159.0 178.0 183.0 169.0 159.0 155.0 147.0 161.0 160.0 151.0 156.0 143.0 144.0 13

185-0 180.0 179.0 I B7T- 170.0 169.0

90.0 279.0 239-0 237.0 244.0 227.0 2G9~: 233.0 230-0 227.0 214-0^-^ 187.0 182-0

297.0 290J-CI 257.0 258.0 276-0 256.0 279-0 289-0 257-0 246.0 239.0 246-0 252-0 ^rem, 194,-H 192-0 193-t 

394-0 339.0 331.0 363-0 361-0 388-0 410.0 371-0 344-0 sfeP-S—~~~343.0 350-0 ^SQ([.0 272-0 268.0 278-0

RESISTIVITY 
NU

N.2 

Ni3

419-0 404.0 427.0 431-0 492-0 473.0 446-0 404-0 424-0 443-0 366.0 350.0 343.0 352-0 397.0 387-0 347-0 283 ' 0 296 ' 0 279.0 264-0 285-0 270.0 296-0 301-0 281-0 260-0 233-0 223.0 247-0 NU

LINE : 400 E

INDUCED POLRRIZRTION 
SURVEY

PflLE-DIPijLE

— ©T — r^T — - —

n — If Z * 3* 4* **B 
"R' SPflCINO : 25.0 METRES

RECEIVER: SCINTREX IPR-12 TIME DOMAIN 
RX-TX TIMING: 2 **e ON 2 **e OFF 
TRANSMITTER: SCINTREX T80-3 3KVA 
SLICE TIMING: 310-405 m t 
PLOTTED WINDOW: SLICE *0

DflVE MEUNIER
JESSOP PROPERTY 

JESSOP TOWNSHIP, ONTflRIO
ORTE : JRN/98 REF : G26

SCRLE - l : 1250
GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING a SURVEYS INC.

47E ?5 . 425 S t 4OpS 3258 30|IS 2758
275 N 35pN

M9 CHO.
Nil

.4 4.8 f /^ff7T\\A 4.4
8 .9 2.4N:4

ON | 25[ N 5qN , 75,N 125N 225N 375N

137-0 158.a 157-0 J.98-0

258.0 260-0 292-0 272.0

213-0 28JZ.O 307-0 309-0 432.0 308.0 . 265-0 333-0 227.0 , 381-0 187-0 213.0 146-0 176-0 100.0 104-0^•— ft/% e -*"^ \ ^X \ N^ \L \ 96 ' 0 95 ' 0 96 ' 0 1 00 ' 0 "-0 97-0 96-0 112,0 105.0 107-0 108-0 99.0 ^ 83-0 79-0
RESISTIVITY 

Nil

360.0 399-0 353.0 423-0 

501.0 441.0 501-

424.0 451.0 368-0 491.0 463.0 373.0 411.0 303-0 455.0 321. 244-0 253.0 \176-0 183.0 179.0 176.0 168^————TBT: 189.0 179.0 180.0 179.0 TeTH

00 l —— 

140.0 __^ 1 50.0

378.0 441-0 316.0 223.0 236.0 245-0 271.0 263-0 243.0 228.0 223.0 229-0 266.0 246-0 250.0 241.0 223.0 176.0 Nt3
400.0 427.0 286.0 284.0 .0 333-0 355-0 324 297.0 287.0 291-0 ^339.0 316. 276.0 251.0 250-0 284-0 230-0 223.0 N.4

LINE : 500 E

INDUCED POLRRIZRTION 
SURVEY

POLE-DIPOLE flRRRY

DePTH*MIHT

N r l. 2. 31 4. .-- 
•fi" SPflCINO r 25-0 METRES

RECEIVER: SCINTREX IPR-12 TIME DOMAIN 
RX-TX TIMING: 2 ..c ON 2 i.e OFF 
TRANSMITTER: SCINTREX TSO-3 3KVA 
SLICE TIMING: 310-405 HI 
PLOTTED WINDOW: SLICE *9

DflVE MEUNIER
JESSOP PROPERTY 

JESSOP TOWNSHIP, ONTRRIO
DflTE : JRN/98 REF s 026

SCflLE ^ l : 1250
GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING 8 SURVEYS INC,

* r" 475S 45pS 42p8 ' 40pS , 3?ps , 35ps" '7~\32p3 , 30pS 27pS ~ ; 25pS , 225S , 20pS , 175S , 15pS ""^ ' ^pST " 7 " IflpS ^ ~7^S~ ' 7 5qs , 25,8 ™ 6f(" - .,— — — -^

M9 CHG. 
i ' 19 CHG. Nil 2.6 L^S 1-6 1.5 1-5 1.3 LO .8 1-3 1-0 1.2 1-2 1.0 LO 49 -8 .8 .9 -B .9 N:l ^S -^^^^^

N :2 3-3 2.5 "z^Z~~ ~~~ -^-2^.0 L6 L3 LI L3 1.4 1-4 L3 L4 1-3 L2 1-2 LI LI LI L2 -7 N:2 

N ,3 3.5 2-9 2.5 2^k 1-7 1.5 1-7 1.6 L7 1.7 L6 1.5 1.4 L5 L4 1.3 L2 1-5 -9 -9 Ni3 

NU 3.5 3-0 2-5 2\ 1-8 1.9 2-0 1.7 2.0 L8 1-7 L6 1.8 LO 1 .5 .5 L4 LI LI .g NU

475S 45pS 42pS 40pS 3755 35pS ( 32p5 , 30pS 2755 , 25pS , 225S ( 2 OpS ( 1755 , ISpS , 125S ( 10pS 7^5 5t|S 253 ON

tESISTIVITY 
RESISTIVITY N:l 113-0 ^145.0 14LO 161-0 159.0 156.0 LSJMl^ 126.0 123-0 127-0 124-0 119.0 115-0 115-0 108-0 109.0 89-0 94.0 91.0 86-0 Nil

Ni2 212*6 — " —— 223.^ Z37.Q 254.0 238.0 2lFrS^ ——— 212. 0 ——— 2TF7TJ ———— ZSsTfl 229-0 ' 2TLC- ———— aU^.Q ———— aSS^fl ———— 80i^fl ——— -3O4-JL^^^ 165-0 170.0 1 72 -T ——— — TSTrB ——— 148-0 Ni2

Ni^ 9^0-n -SM-*TTT- ——— 3^19.0 316.0^^ 2Sn.n 292. D 296. ,p—- - — aSft'-D 33B.O ~~3TJTm— - —— ̂ 94. g 296.0 295.0 *HA . h 917. ft ?44-Q ?5?-0 ?37.0 TT^TrT^ 256.0 Ni3
^ ———— ——— \^.1 NU 365.0 388.0 366.0 339.0 341.0 366.0 405.0 427.0 406.0 385.0 380.0 366.0 394.0 317.0 325.0 320.0 3^.6-^. 291.0 s^S^.Q 298.0 NU

;l

' ___________________ . _____ -— ———————————————————————————————————————— — , ————————————————————————— - ——— - ———————————— — — ̂ ——— - ———————————————————————————— . — -- ____________ __________
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